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Now available--the UPDATED REVISION of the WORLD-RENOWNED CLASSIC for
HYPOTHYROID PATIENTS, NO MATTER THE CAUSE. This patient-to-patient book has
changed lives all over the world and can you, too. In both softcover and hardcover---your
choice. DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU MAY BE POORLY TREATED FOR YOUR HYPOTHYROID
CONDITION (while your doctor says you are normal or it’s something else)??DID YOU KNOW
THAT LAB RESULTS HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH JUST BEING “NORMAL”??DID YOU
KNOW YOU MAY NOW HAVE OTHER PROBLEMS DIRECTED RELATED TO POOR
TREATMENT PROTOCOLS??Besides a new cover, there are now revised updates scattered
throughout this acclaimed book alongside what was already life-changing information and still
there! Many product names have been updated. There are exciting new, improved, and added
details to both the adrenal chapters, alongside the adrenal treatment gold already in there. There
are scattered revisions throughout nearly every chapter based on all we have learned...whether
in a single sentence, paragraph, or sections. Many URL's have been updated. More details are
included in the foods and supplements chapter alongside all the original details. There is new
formatting. And of course, all the tried and true information that has changed lives. AND AS
ALWAYS, NEW and FORMER READERS WILL LEARN THAT...The TSH lab test and its
ridiculous “normal” range is a complete failure for diagnosis and treatment. T4-only medications
like Synthroid or Levothyroxine result in lingering hypothyroid symptoms...sooner or later...A
large percentage of patients on T4, or held hostage to the TSH lab test no matter what meds
they are on, end up with fatigue, the need to nap, adrenal problems, poor levels of iron, B12 or
vitamin D, depression, rising cholesterol or blood pressure, etc. Details on a far better treatment
protocol that has been there all along, and it’s PATIENTS who have figured out HOW TO GET
WELL AGAIN.Janie A. Bowthorpe, M.Ed. became a thyroid patient activist in 2002 after a
complete turnaround with the use of desiccated thyroid and correcting debilitating issues which
plagued her after T4-only use. As a messenger of what patients have learned all over the world,
she is adamant that thyroid patients (no matter the cause of their hypothyroid state) become
informed to begin the process of change. She is also the author of the newest book
Hashimoto’s: Taming the Beast.

The newest addition to bestselling author Lee Stobel’s youth collection is Case for Grace for
Kids, a presentation of true stories that introduce and explore the concept of God’s forgiving
love. Lee Strobel and Jesse Florea write about seven real people (“The Orphan,” “The Prodigal,”
“The Professor,” “The Evangelist,” “The Executioner,” “The Hero,” and “The Thief”) who have
experienced and recognized God’s grace in their lives. Their situations include abandonment,
drug abuse, isolation, discrimination, stealing, endangerment, childhood illness, and genocide.



Each has overcome adversity through God’s mercy and compassionate care. Though intended
for a juvenile audience, some realities described in the book are particularly harsh, such as the
actions of the Khmer Rouge. With Case for Grace for Kids, primary author Lee Strobel aims to
share the good news of God’s munificence and love. He writes of his personal encounter with
discovering and accepting God’s grace, and incorporates many of his own thoughts and
realizations throughout the book. A final chapter provides numerous biblical citations to help
readers find references to grace in scripture. With conversational chapters, easy readability, and
compelling situations, Case for Grace for Kids offers a means for young readers to discover and
explore the certainty of God’s grace. At the end of each “case,” a shaded box (“Face-to-Face with
Grace”) poses questions for discussion or introspection. Cartoon drawings by Terry Colon and
sidebar trivia (the name “Grace,” saying grace before meals) add a light touch. Nina Ditmar, CLJ
-- Christian Library JournalAbout the AuthorAtheist-turned-Christian LEE STROBEL is a former
award-winning legal editor of The Chicago Tribune and a New York Times bestselling author of
more than forty books and curricula that have sold fourteen million copies. He was described in
the Washington Post as “one of the evangelical community’s most popular apologists.” He
currently leads the Lee Strobel Center for Evangelism and Applied Apologetics at Colorado
Christian University. Lee and his wife, Leslie, have been married for nearly fifty years. Visit him at
LeeStrobel.com.Jesse Florea has written and edited for Focus on the Family for twenty-five
years. As editorial director for youth publications, he oversees Clubhouse and Clubhouse Jr.
magazines, and he cohosts the “Official Adventures in Odyssey” podcast. Jesse has written or
cowritten more than thirty books, including The Case for Grace for Kids and the bestselling The
One-Year Sports Devotions for Kids and Devotions for Super Average Kids. He lives with his
wife, Stephanie, in Colorado Springs. Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Case for Grace for KidsBy Lee Strobel, Jesse Florea, Terry
ColonZONDERKIDZContentsIntroduction: WHAT IS GRACE?, 11,Chapter 1: ON THE CASE,
17,Chapter 2: THE ORPHAN, 25,Chapter 3: THE PRODIGAL, 49,Chapter 4: THE
PROFESSOR, 71,Chapter 5: THE EVANGELIST, 87,Chapter 6: THE EXECUTIONER,
103,Chapter 7: THE HERO, 125,Chapter 8: THE THIEF, 137,Chapter 9: DREAM COME TRUE,
145,What the Bible Says about Grace, 157,Notes, 168,CHAPTER 1ON THE CASEPUTTING
TOGETHER THE PUZZLE OF GRACEI grew up in an upscale neighborhood northwest of
Chicago. My dad worked hard to build his business and provide everything we needed and more
— as far as material things were concerned. He loved my mom. And everybody in the
neighborhood seemed to like him.Still, my relationship with him was always frosty, but not in a
cool snowman-like way. It was cold. Maybe I needed more positive comments than the other
kids. I don't know. He didn't take me to Cub Scouts, cheer at my Little League games, watch my
speech tournaments, or go to my graduations.Over time, I learned that the only way to get his
attention was through winning things. So I strived for good grades, was elected president of my
school, was the editor of the school newspaper, and even wrote stories for the community paper.
Still, I don't remember any positive words coming from my dad. Not one.I do remember,



however, once when I was a kid, the entire family went to church together. We did this fairly
regularly. But after the service on this particular Sunday, my dad drove everyone home — but he
forgot to bring me. I can still picture my panic as I searched wildly around the church, looking for
my family. My heart pounded, and my hope sank as I realized my father had left me behind.It
was a mistake on his part, but it was difficult for me not to see it as symbolic of how our
relationship was developing.One evening when I was about twelve years old, my father and I
fought over something. I walked away feeling shame and guilt. I went to bed vowing to try to
behave better, to be more obedient, to somehow make myself more acceptable to my dad. I
can't recall the details of what caused our conflict that evening, but what happened next is still
vivid in my mind.I dreamed I was making myself a sandwich in the kitchen when a luminous
angel suddenly appeared and started telling me about how wonderful and glorious heaven is. I
listened for a while then said matter-of-factly, "I'm going there," which I meant, of course, at the
end of my life.The angel's reply stunned me. "How do you know?"How do I know? What kind of
question is that? "Well, uh, I've tried to be a good kid," I stammered. "I've tried to do what my
parents say. I've tried to behave. I've been to church.""That doesn't matter," the angel said.Now I
was staggered. How could it not matter — all my efforts to do the right thing, to be dutiful, to live
up to the demands of my parents and teachers? Panic rose inside me. Words wouldn't come out
of my mouth.The angel let me stew for a few moments. Then he said, "Someday, you'll
understand." Instantly, he was gone.I woke up in a sweat. It's the only dream I remember from
my childhood. Through the years it would come to mind every once in a while, and yet I would
always shake it off. It was just a dream.As I got older, I found myself getting more confused about
heaven and spiritual matters. When I became a teenager, my parents insisted that I attend Bible
classes at the church."But I'm not sure I even believe that stuff," I told my dad.His response was
stern: "Go. You can ask questions there."But questions were only reluctantly tolerated during
class. And the answers I did receive only scratched the surface. Nobody seemed willing to dig in
and understand how deep their faith was. I actually emerged from those classes with more
doubts than when I started.Doubts continued to annoy me as I grew and my teachers insisted
that science had explained away God. A creator was no longer needed. I became increasingly
doubtful. Something was missing — in my family and in my soul — that created a gnawing need I
couldn't even describe at the time.Years later, I was driving down Northwest Highway in Palatine,
Illinois, when I flipped on the radio. I can still recall the exact location, the time of day, and the
sunny weather. But soon I couldn't see anything at all, because what I heard flooded my eyes
with tears.I didn't catch the full story, but it was about family and faith and God and hope. The
voice belonged to someone who was born about the same time I was and yet whose life, in its
astonishing horror and brutality, was the opposite of my own. Still, there was an instant
connection, a bridge between us. She seemed to have lived out the answers to the questions
nobody at my church could explain. She understood heaven and being part of God's family at a
gut level. Her faith wasn't stuck as thoughts in her head. She knew the living God in her heart.I
had to track her down. I had to sit down and hear her story, one on one. I had to ask her my



questions. Somehow I knew she held a piece of the puzzle of grace.(Continues...)Excerpted
from Case for Grace for Kids by Lee Strobel, Jesse Florea, Terry Colon. Copyright © 2015 Lee
Strobel and Jesse Florea. Excerpted by permission of ZONDERKIDZ.All rights reserved. No part
of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this
web site.Read more
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luv_u_Ebook Library, “T4 only Hypothyroidism Treatment=Snake Oil!. GET OFF T4 MEDS AS
QUICKLY AS YOU CAN!After being on Synthroid and every other T4 only name brands....it
almost completely destroyed my immune system!A year ago my doc told me my cholesterol was
at massive heart attack levels...300 LDL over 30 HDL. Then she informed me that I had almost
no white blood & T cells!!!!Then she told me she wanted to get me on cholestoral lowering
meds, but also wanted me to boost my immune system by eating fattening yogurt.:-/Look
people...anyone suffering from Hypothyroidism....get off the T4 meds now!!! Before it does any
more damage to your health! Its killing you...even if you aren't overtly aware of it, make no
mistake, its burying you slowly but surely.My biggest regret is that I didn't switch off the snake oil
placebo garbage T4 meds sooner!Get your desiccated thyroid meds by any means
necessary.Why doesn't T4 only meds work? Because the conversion from T4 to T3 thyroid
hormones will never ever be enough to give you a proper and healthy daily dose of 100%
needed T3 hormone, that's why.Like, to give you an analogy, if I were to tell you that you could
lve with only stored vitamin A....and that you didn't need a direct flux of vitamin A in your
bloodstream along with stored vitamin A on a daily basis.... that if your body needs a direct flux
of vitamin A in your bloodstream, your body will just convert some of that stored vitamin A into
active vitamin A and that will be enough....would you believe me???Of course not!!! That's
preposterous! Of course you & everyone else need both stored vitamin A and a direct flux of
vitamin A! If we didn't need a direct flux of active vitamin A in our system on a daily basis then we
wouldn't need to eat every day to maintain our health & life.Of course you wouldn't believe
me...as you shouldn't if i tried to sell you that crockery.Then why do hypothyroid sufferers believe
their endocrinologists when they try to sell them that snake oil nonsense that the human body's
conversion of T4 to T3 is enough to maintain a healthy life?It's BS.Total BS.And the
endocrinologists know it!They know synthroid and the other T4 only meds don't work!Its not that
they don't know...its that they don't care!Do not make the mistake in wrongly thinking that the
doctors are on your side(their patient).Don't make the mistake in thinking the doctors have your
best interest(your optimal health) as their first priority. Its not.Their first priority...is making
money.Medicine...is a practice. A business practice. They aren't & didn't become doctors out of
the kindness of their hearts.Its a business. Period.They are NOT going to prescribe what works
best in treating your condition, they are going to prescribe to you what benefits them(their
finances)first.As long as the pharmaceutical companies that make this synthetic thyroid garbage
keeps handing out massive monetary grants to endocrinologists, and to their licensing
boards...they are going to keep trying to feed people this T4 only garbage.Since the desiccated
thyroid extract makers don't give out these large monetary grants to the endocrinological
communities like the synthetic drug companies...the endocrinologists have no concern in writing
out prescriptions for desiccated thyroid drugs. Even if they know full well desiccated works, while
T4 only synthetics do not.Why don't desiccated thyroid drug makers just buy off the medical



community like the synthetic makers do?One reason. They just can't afford to. Better put, they
can't offer the same amount of money as the multi-billion dollar pharmaceutical companies that
produce synthetic drugs.See,...the real money in making drugs isn't in the production and sale of
these drugs...its in the patents. Since desiccated thyroid extract is a natural drug...and since you
CAN'T patent nature...hence why they don't make much money. The money is in moving
molecule A to co-join to molecule B, then patenting that manipulation of molecules...that is
where the real money is at. Since by patenting that new chemical, you can keep others from
making the same exact product and monopolize profits. That's why synthetic makers make so
much more in profits. Hence why desiccated drug manufacturers can't compete with the
synthetic thyroid hormone makers in being buying off the endocrinological community's
favoratisms.Long story short...there's tons of corruption in the endocrinological field of
medicine.And the ones who see the short end, is us, the hypothyroidism sufferers.Sythroid and
all T4 only meds should be banned and made against the law!Or...if an endocrinologist is going
to prescribe it...they must must must prescribe it with cytomel...which is a sythetic form of T3
hormone.But,...since the only company that makes T3 synthetic hormone is a mexican
pharmaceutical company that i think...holds the patent and refuses to allow anyone else in
making T3 synthetics...AND....since they don't or haven't yet seemed to buy/pay off the
endocrinological community in the usa....you can forget about your endo doc prescribing you
cynomel with synthroid. Even though that is the only way to make T4 meds work.:-/IE,your doc is
only going to prescribe whatever he/she is paid to prescribe by drug manufacturers....regardless
if it works or not. Whether it works or not is the least of their concerns...just like your health.Wake
up, like I did...and get off the T4 only garbage. Before its too late and your health slides even
further.I've been on desiccated for a year now.What a difference between desiccated thyroid
extract and sythetic T4 crap.The difference between day & night.Between heaven & hell.I only
wish I had switched sooner. I would be feeling even better.Still working on boosting my immune
system though. It takes longer than a year to fix the damage T4 only meds did to my immune
system.Lastly,any endos handing out T4 only meds...instead of desiccated like the should be, or
at least T3 sythetic(cytomel) with T4 meds...if you are prescribing just T4 only meds to your
patients to treat hypothyroid.....when every single endo knows full well by know that T4 only
treatment doesn't work....BIH.A pox on you. And on your families.May you suffer for the crimes
you commit. the crime of being more concerned with your wallets instead of your patient's
health.note:any incorrect spelling is due to me speed typing since i got other things to do today,
sorry about that. not willing to spell check right now. gotta go”

Juju, “THE best book on thyroid. The methodology in this book is the only thing that got me
better. Don't listen to your endocrinologist - they are stuck in treatments that are decades old.
The author also does coaching calls which I highly recommend.”

tdmainman, “This is the book for low thyroid. If you have ANY issues with low Thyroid, you need



this book! This is the most comprehensive book on the subject I have read, with info on what all
the thyroid can affect, to how to fix it, how to read lab reports yourself (when a doctor may think
your results are fine), and lots of other helpful info. Definitely worth your while!”

Maggie, “Information that is hard to find elsewhere. I truly appreciate this book and the doctor
recommendations on the website. I was going to an endocrinologist recommended in my area,
but I found a local GP who is wonderful.The test border numbers for blood pressures, diabetes,
and cholesterol have been consistently moved downward to catch these diseases earlier, but
this has never been done with the numbers for thyroid conditions - and untreated hypothyroid
can cause extensive organ damage, including to the heart as well as midline obesity and all the
myriad problem THAT brings with it, including early death.I have been fed up over the years with
doctors who have had the "healer" squeezed right out of them in their pharmaceutically-financed
educations. My doctor, who actually listens and thinks, rather than just looking up numbers in a
list or book, prescribed Armour for me based on SYMPTOMS (what a novel idea! - if it walks like
a duck and quacks like a duck - it might just be a duck!). He even commented that many doctors
treat by test numbers instead of symptoms, and that people are not all the same and that
symptoms and quality of life matter (how did I get so lucky?).I avoid medications as much as
possible, and take VERY few for my age (68). I believe whole-heartedly in wholistic approaches
and taking synthetic T4 only, or separately adding synthetic T3 only, rather than taking a natural
dessicated thyroid containing naturally balanced components that you don't get with the
synthetics. There is a synergy in everything we consume - calcium doesn't absorb properly
without magnesium, for example. All the thyroid components interact together to function
properly, which is no doubt why ALL symptoms are not addressed with synthetics, but are
addressed with dessicated thyroid. I started on Armour about 4 weeks ago, but I started very
slow, 1/4 grain for 2 weeks, than 1/2, now 3/4, which is still very low, but already I'm feeling
better. Some symptoms have improved: I can concentrate better, I don't feel as extremely
fatigued or so apathetic - I have actually started going to an exercise program "Silver Sneakers"
for retirees.It breaks my heart to think I could have been here 15 years ago (and been spared the
years of suffering and physical damage) if I had had a decent doctor, or the information provided
in this book. This author has done much more research on these issues than most doctors are
willing to do and also speaks from years of experience. I've read comments (from defensive
medical people) that say the author's advice is "dangerous" (treating oneself when the medical
community fails one), but I couldn't disagree more (and my doctor also), because going to lazy
doctors and leaving hypothyroid UN-treated for 15 years is FAR more dangerous to your health
and life than taking matters into your own hands after researching and informing yourself. Of
course, finding a supportive doctor is the best alternative, but leaving hypothyroid UN-treated is
the worst alternative for your health and life.I would recommend beginning VERY slowly, as this
avoids any heart palpitations as your body adjusts. I know they go away, but I prefer to allow my
body to adjust very slowly, so they don't happen at all. I am so grateful for this book. The



medical community often treats the rest of us as though we were imbeciles and should regard
them as final authorities. I just cannot do that, I have to understand what is going on before I can
acquiesce to a treatment. I skipped the last 3 years of high school, and began at USC when I
was 14 years old, and graduated with honors in computer science. I actually retired early
because I was so fatigued and my concentration was flagging. If I had had a REAL healer
doctor, I would have worked years longer and might yet be working. My previous doctors
(except one in Atlanta, 20 years ago) have been less intelligent than I am and too arrogant to
listen to a patient's research or opinions. My current doctor answers all my questions, listens to
me, and freely shares his knowledge, as well as respects mine. If he doesn't know something,
he isn't afraid to say so and then finds the information. I trust and respect him and I am grateful
to have been given the courage to search until I found him. I have a flyer from AARP that says to
be "an old cuss" patient and insist on the care you deserve. But I haven't had to do that. In fact, I
feel so much better going into his office with his great staff, that my blood pressure has dropped
from 180/90 to 124/71. I think my BP measured high because I was so frustrated and angry
every time I went into my prior doctors' offices, with their "officious" staff and arrogant attitudes.I
am grateful for this book - it has helped me make my life worth living again.  Thank you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “One of the best books I've ever read. One of the best books I've ever
read. Opened my eyes and really helped me understand what hypothyroidism is and that there
are options to my treatment other than the 'gold standard T4 treatment' which only brought me
misery. I learnt about NDT and T3, I am now on a combo of the two and have lost 20kgs, my
nodules are shrinking, inflammation is going down, my hair is growing again, my skin is soft, my
neck pain, muscle pain and nerve pain have disappeared.”

Kate, “Dodgy thyroid? You NEED to read this!. This book is a revelation. Really important
information for all thyroid patients, plus anyone who has the symptoms of a thyroid problem and
has test results that are "normal". You are not mad. You know your body. This book will help you
to understand what's going on and take back control.”

Jaynelouise5, “must read for thyroid sufferers. Anyone with thyroid disease should read this
remarkable book, worth reading even if your blood results are "normal". Thanks to this book I'm
now looking at self medicating and ditching the useless levo and hopefully start getting really
well at last!”

The book by Janie A. Bowthorpe has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 1,486 people have provided
feedback.
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